
Christ The Antidote Regarding Death

CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 103.

The Designated Of Deity!

''I Myself [says the Lord] have commanded My designated ones and have summoned My mighty men to
execute My anger, even My proudly exulting ones – those who are made to triumph for My honour.''
Isa 13:3. Amp.

Our wonderful Deity's plan is for the restoration of all mankind, the restoration of man's original
position & identity that he had with his Progenitor well,  well before the earth was ever brought into
being;Alas sadly many scientists in the natural way of thinking find it hard to even  truly imagine as far,
or even beyond the prehistoric age & mark this NO MAN will understand the real truth of these things
unless he sees them through the eyes of his spiritual identity for we are well informed in the following.

 
''But the natural man does not receive the things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to

him; neither can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned. But he who is spiritual judges
all things, yet he himself is judged by no one.''  1Cor 2:14-15. MKJV.  Also Moffatt would describe the
same verse in the following way.

''The unspiritual man rejects these truths of the Spirit of God; to him they are 'sheer folly,' he
cannot understand them. And the reason is, that they must be read with the spiritual eye.  The spiritual
man, again, can read the meaning of everything; and yet no one can read what he is.'' 1Cor 2:14-15.
Moffatt N.T.  

Many non-spiritual persons would try to be - so called -  interpreters of truth & even traditionally in-
part spiritual believers would in their own seeming sincerity try to put their own slant on what they
would term is truth & so the following few words would well apply here!

In the dense forest of words I was lost,
In the LETTER of truth was tiredness & fear.

BUT IN THY SPIRIT IS SHADE WATER & REST.

The designated of Deity are sharing their message either by pen or by word of mouth & even though
there is much opposition by those who are still in much of the  'in part religiosity' & are what many
would call traditionalists, we need to realise that no matter how far advanced  we are, change is still
constantly occurring in our outlook & the cage-rattling of our Deity is yet far, far from over.  When we
mention cage-rattling we mean that our Progenitor will not cease purifying us from all to date accepted
spiritual deceit until every skerrick of harmful falseness of holy place & outer court understandings are
gone. 

  
''History testifies that each restoration of truth to the Ecclesia is vulnerable to being diluted or

getting stamped out by the multitude''.

The force of compassion in the clones of our Deity or as some would term as God's latter-day saints
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will be that the truth of ''He shall be glorified in His saints'' shall be experienced as a reality.  And for
our encouragement in a further & higher compassion we quote  ''For God has consigned all men to
disobedience, that he may have mercy upon all''. Rom 11:32.Moffatt.

The Raising Of Our Spiritual Perception!

As we have afore mentioned we are Crossing the line of trying to attain & letting that which is within
appear as outward form!  Within our being each of us have the capacity to experience that which we
were & experienced long, long, long before ever the earth was called into being.  We are the very Clones
of a Deity that is commonly known among our English speaking brethren as God.  Because others do not
refer to this wonderful Progenitor in the same terms as we would, does not necessarily mean that they are
always wrong, keep well in mind that the Temple of God is none-other than that Temple that is made
without hands which is man himself & although it may go against the grain of some ''every man was
made in the image of Deity Itself''.  We repeat EVERY MAN!  

As worldly events accentuate & gain momentum & things look dire, we ought not to be surprised for
did not our great prophet Daniel fore-warn us in the following.

"At that time  Michael shall  stand up,  The great prince who stands watch over the sons of your
people; And there shall be a time of trouble, Such as never was since there was a nation, Even to that
time. And at that time  your people shall be delivered, Every one who is found written in the book.''
Dan12:1. NKJV .   

These that 'shall be delivered' I would venture to say is referring to the man-child who shall rule and
reign over all nations & opposer's.

''And in the days of these kings the God of heaven  will  set  up a kingdom which  shall  never be
destroyed; and the kingdom shall not be left to other people; it shall break in pieces and consume all
these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever.''  Dan 2:44. NKJV.  Shall not be left to other people!

''But the saints of the Most High shall receive the kingdom, and possess the kingdom forever, even
forever and ever.''   Dan 7:18. NKJV.   Whilst we are on the subject of  the kingdom let us look very
closely & discover a small portion of wonderful insight of the this next verse,

The Kingdom Of God Being Within!

''Neither shall they be declaring 'Lo! here!' or 'Lo! there!' for lo! the kingdom of God is inside of you."
Luke 17:21. Concordant Literal.

Neither will they say, Behold, it is here! or, behold, it is there! for behold,  the kingdom of God is
within you.''  Luke 17:21. Lamsa NT. From The Ancient Aramaic Eastern Texts of the Peshitta.  

''neither shall they say, Lo, here! or, There! for lo, the kingdom of God is within you.''  Luke 17:21.
American Standard Version. 

''Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the kingdom of God is within you.''  Luke
17:21. KJV. 

STRONGS # Entos en-tos' From G1722; inside (adverb or noun): - within.

The weight of evidence that the above verse would be alluding to is that the Kingdom of Deity being
only within ourselves has much more in its favour than what some would suppose in that they would feel
that the kingdom is also outside of us, although this may be true in one respect; but  according to the
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evidence we have introduced for your perusal, not so, according to this particular verse.  Here are a list
of translations that would agree with the KJV & many others.  For support the DRB, the GNB, the GW,
Murdock, the NKJV, the RV, the WNT,  WEBSTER & the YLT would all agree with what Jesus was
inferring in Luke 17:21.  That we mankind are the possessors of the true kingdom.  Where?  Within the
very confines of our being; yes WITHIN!

The important  point that  Jesus was making was that  we are actually the KINGDOM; One as a
singular entity & Two in our pre-Genesis creation corporatism.  Our superlative Christ-consciousness
identity is  once again brought  to the fore & our foreordained nature is  no doubt witnessing to  the
wonderful status that Deity has  GIVEN TO MAN.  In the future as man realises this  every man shall
come into his own, 'every man in his own order or time'.  You who are reading this, Spirit would also
want you to realise that Adam in His true status was made in the IMAGE of his Wonderful Deity & we
all proceeded from Adam; Did we not?  So from & in many ways-directions of viewing our true identity
we are most definitely ''fearfully and Wonderfully made''.  So in truth the kingdom of Deity is definitely
WITHIN EVERY MAN whether he yet realises or not!

If The Lower Self Of Man Is The Trouble Causing Culprit, 

Where And How Did Demons Originate?

''And he said to them, Go, tell that fox, Behold, I cast out demons and accomplish cures to-day and to-
morrow, and the third day I am perfected;''  Luke 13:32. Darby. 
  

''And he said to them: Go and tell that fox: Behold, I cast out devils and do cures, to-day and to-
morrow, and the third day I am consummated.''   Luke 13:32. DRB.   Consummate = to complete or
finish, Collins dictionary.

''And He said to them, Go and tell that fox [sly and crafty, skulking and cowardly], Behold,  I drive
out demons and perform healings  today and tomorrow, and on the third day I finish (complete) My
course.''  Luke 13:32. Amplified.   

The crafty fox is of course  referring to Herod.  These things were very real to those not only in the
time of Jesus the man who were involved in demonic activity in those days etc. but many of us were at
one  time deeply involved also.  Notice  that  in  the third day this  is  when the NEW THING will  be
perfected, consummated, & the course that our Deity is taking will be finished.  ''on the third day I
finish (complete) My course''.   The reason for writing this is that these things are not to be ignored but
they are to be shared with all those who are reading our articles; the reason & explanation for our stand
that the lower self of man is the culprit & is the cause of much more than many realise.

Some of course are troubled as regards that only one power, our lower self - the adversary - is at the
root of most of our spiritual problems for having witnessed in the past the manifestations of demons &
similar so called powers, they find it very hard to accept that in the Most Holy Place understanding the
lower self or our mistaken identity could be the cause of such things!  One has very wisely put it this way.

Quote ''Whatever God, the One, has made is good, and like the great first Cause, the seven spirits
are all good, and everything that comes from their creative hands is good.  Now, all created things have
colours, tones, and forms of their own; but certain tones, though good and pure themselves, when mixed,
produce in-harmonies, discordant tones.  And certain things, though good and pure, when mixed, produce
discordant things, yea, poisonous things, that men call evil things.  So evil is the inharmonious blending
of the colours, tones, or forms of good.  Now man is not all-wise, and yet has will his own.  He has the
power,  and  he  uses  it,  to  mix  God's  good  things  in  a  multitude  of  ways,  and  every  day  he  makes
discordant sounds, and evil things.  And every tone and form, be it of good, or ill, becomes a living thing,
a demon, sprite, or spirit of a good or vicious kind.  Man makes his devil thus; and then becomes afraid
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of him and flees; his devil is emboldened, follows him away and casts him into torturing fires.  The devil
and the burning fires are both the works of man, and none can put the fires out and dissipate the evil one,
but man who made them both''.  Unquote.  

Such is the power of the natural lower mind!  The torturing fires  are referring to the error that
man believes to be true, can cause his conscience to suffer in the here & now.  For example because of
their past teachings there are many that believe that their relatives who have passed on in what they call
an unsaved state have gone to a place of eternal hell fire, this also can cause great suffering or torturing
fires in & to a persons conscience.  The wonderful good news is that ''As far as the East is from the
West so far has our Progenitor removed the transgressions of ALL MEN!''

These things that we are sharing are for those who are tired of the unanswerable questions that when
put to the traditional churchian-ity way of thinking they are met with the flippant, 'no-depth, this is the
way it is  attitude'  & are expected to  swallow it.   There is  a  deeper  way of  seeing things  that  has
answerable clout to & for those who are wanting the answer in the experience of the Tabernacles, Most
Holy Place Christ-consciousness way of thinking to their pertinent questions.   To once again use the
following quote we present! 

''It takes a lot of courage to release the familiar and seemingly secure, to embrace the new.  But
there is no real security in what is no longer meaningful.  There is more security in the adventurous
and exciting, for in movement there is life, and in change there is power.''  Alan Cohen.

And on the third day ''I am perfected'' ''I am consummated'' ''I finish and  complete my course''.
On the third day I am doing a NEW THING.

Tabernacles A Most Progressive Exciting Experience!

The word TABERNACLE is from the word skene # 4633 = tent, cloth or hut; & is akin to, skenos # 4636
= a hut or temporary residence,THE HUMAN BODY (as the abode of the spirit):- tabernacle.  

We would add this is actually referring to our skenos as Deity is housed within our tabernacle our
tent our body of skin!

In the days of Eli the prophet, his two son's Hophni & Phinehas, desecrated the temple & brought
shame &  disrepute upon themselves & their father.  A prophet was sent to Eli to warn him of the future
with  some dire  predictions  –  this  incidentally  was  backed  up by what  Samuel  was  told  in  his  first
encounter with his Progenitor – part of the prophets message was, 

''And I will raise up for Myself a faithful priest (Priest), who shall do according to what is in My
heart & mind. And I will build him a sure house, & he shall walk before my anointed  (Anointed)
FOREVER.'' 1 Sam 2: 35. Amplified. 

A similar judgement is happening today, a disrespect of the once hallowed things of  Deity in many
of the Pentecostal churches & others even now, & will continue until, we realise that both the Outer Court
& The Holy Place or 30 & 60 fold is not going to bring in our Deity's best!  Why? For He has saved the
BEST WINE UNTIL NOW, or last.  This above Priest – if you can receive it – is a prophecy concerning
the  Melchizedek Priesthood & the Man-child  that our great Progenitor is raising up today..... What
incurred the judgement of God was the disrespect that the then Priests & leaders had for His Temple or
Tabernacle & especially the Ark.  Now to remind us again; Where is the ARK, THE MOST HOLY
PLACE Today?  Within US of course.  The Tabernacle in the wilderness was of course a type, or a
metaphor of ourselves or the individual. SPIRIT, SOUL & BODY!

Now I want to bring this event into today's scene, in the Davidic Tabernacle that Deity is raising up in
us at this present moment, – to be true to type  – there is to be no Outer Court or Holy Place in our
thinking, as forerunners it first must start in us, then it will catch on with others & then it will become
a reality in the manifested son's of our Deity, but it first must begin in us. 
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''When God speaks of a NEW [covenant or agreement], He makes the first one OBSOLETE (out
of use). And what is obsolete (out of use & annulled because of age) is ripe for disappearance & to be
DISPENSED WITH ALTOGETHER.''   Heb 8:13. Amp.  What is this really meaning?  Is it a  LAW?
No, No! It is a choice but there are requirements!

To be truthful the Melchizedek Priesthood, the Tabernacle of David, & the Manifestation of the
Son's of God are all different aspects of the same thing.

The following is an excerpt from a Bill Britton writing.  Quote ''The day of the Lord is upon us, in
which the Old Testament prophecies will be fulfilled.  Yes, the many member-d company of the sons of
God will take the Book out of the hands of the religious leaders, and stand up with the truth that will
bring light and life to creation.  I know that verse 28 of Luke 4 says that all those in the synagogue were
filled with wrath and rage when they heard His word, I  know  He was rejected by the system of
religion in His day, and that same thing will happen to the sons.  But His words of life still prevailed.
Truth cannot be destroyed.  The Book will come alive again, and the voice of the Son will be heard.
Thus saith the Lord!
     It was here, on the 7th day, they cast Him out of the city, and would have thrown Him over a cliff, but
He passed through their midst and went on His way.  So shall be the conflict in the Day of the Lord,
religion is still trying to cast out the Son, and the son-ship message.  But God's order shall  survive
their wrath, the victory is ours!
      From here, Jesus went to Capernaum, and on the Sabbath day He entered the synagogue and began to
teach with authority.  Have you enjoyed the divine revelation God has been giving in these last days?
Have you appreciated the authority by which men of God have spoken?  Let me assure you that in the 7 th

day there will be a word of authority such as  we have never experienced.  There will be teaching by
divine revelation on the Kingdom of God that will stun and amaze everyone.  Mark 1:22 says:  ''And
they were amazed at His teaching; for He was teaching them as one having authority, and not as the
scribes''. New American Standard Bible.''   Unquote.

     
''Jesus said to them, Truly I say to you, in the new age  (''palaggensia'' or spiritual  rebirth)  [the

Messianic rebirth of the world], when the Son of Man shall sit down on the throne of His glory, you who
have [become My disciples, sided with My party and] followed Me will also sit on twelve thrones and
judge the twelve tribes of Israel.''  Mat 19:28.  Amplified.  
     

Please notice the word rebirth, the following passage would call it the new birth day.  So ahead of us
we are looking forward to a NEW BIRTH-DAY.
     

''The and Jesus said to them: Indeed I say to you, that you the having followed me, in the new birth
day when may sit the  son of the man upon a throne of glory of him, shall sit also you upon twelve
thrones, judging the twelve tribes of the Israel.''  Mat 19:28. Gk Diaglott N.T. 
      

We would add that contrary to popular opinion, the  culmination of our new birth does not in fact
take place until the birth of the Man-child who ushers in the NEW-BIRTH DAY!  

Yes Tabernacles is a most progressive & exciting experience. 
Which is bringing forth to our understanding of the true meaning of, 

Crossing The Line Of Trying To Attain And Letting That Which Is Within Appear As Outward
Form!
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We Cannot Help Applauding The Wonderful Restoration Of All Things!

''until the time for the COMPLETE RESTORATION of all that God spoke by the mouth of all His holy
prophets from ages past from the most ancient time in the memory of man''. Acts 3:21b Amplified.

Phillips would call it a ''universal restoration''  Moffatts rendition is ''a glorious liberty of pristine
glory'' Wuest would say ''a universal restoration of pristine glory''  This is in fact the restoration of the
of the true spiritual man which was typified by the Tabernacle of David which was situated on Mt Zion!
     Interestingly the man Jesus was actually a descendent of David, & in reality Jesus was both David's
''son & Lord''.   This is why that he David has more than a little right in being very much involved as
he himself  set apart  the tent, the house, the dwelling place or  Tabernacle of David on  Mount Zion
itself;  Mt  Zion was then representative of the highest spiritual position on this  planet,  which is a
wonderful type of the TRUE TABERNACLE being man which of course is you & I; So we see there is a
wonderful reason that as a  progenitor of even the  man Jesus, David being a ''man after Gods own
heart'' that he himself  is to  re-build the same TABERNACLE within the  True Temple.   Which is
where?   Within  ourselves.   Another  thing  that  we must  realise  is  that  this  did  not  originate  only
yesterday, it began in the days of the Apostles; But wonderfully we praise our Author & finisher that we
are now at the time of the soon culmination of what has been foretold in 'long time past' eons.   David
himself who is a man after Deity's own heart is  far from being dead & is operating in a way that we
would find it hard to conceive.  The men, the angels, the watchers & others who are operating on our
behalf are all making sure that the  full restoration of  all men will take place even especially to those
who believe & are part of our Deity's very elect & will be manifested even as Christs or Deities  itself
and are ''caught up to God and to His throne''. Rev 12:5b. Amplified.  These will have in fact realised
their full  pre-genesis internal status & will have taken the authority, reached out & dared to use that
which is theirs & has been within since  'the glory that we had with our progenitor even before the
foundation of the world'.  Yes we ourselves have actually been Deities or Gods since the unimaginable
beginning in our Progenitor-Deity. Wonderfully we have been lowered to be raised up again not because
of anything that we did or of any fault of our own.  Rom 8:20. Rom 11:32.   
     ''And with this agree the words of the prophets, according as it is written, After these things I will
turn back, 'And I will rebuild the tabernacle of David which has fallen... And its overturned structure
will I rebuild, And I will RE-ERECT it... "So that those left of mankind should be seeking out the Lord,
And all the nations, on them over whom My name is invoked, Is saying the Lord, Who is doing these
things.''Known from the eon to the Lord is His work.''  Act 15:15-18.  Concordant Literal.
   
     ''So that the rest of men may seek the Lord, and all the Gentiles upon whom My name has been
invoked,  Says the Lord, Who has been making these things known from the beginning of the world.''
Acts 15:17-18.  Amplified.     

Once again we are citing from an excerpt by Bill Britton,  Quote  ''Many are the promises to the
''whosoever will'' people.  God has promised good things for the 30 and the 60 fold, but in this company
of the  100 fold God has placed His fulness, it is with them that He will  share His throne.  We do not
deserve  it, we  cannot  pray and fast  enough to earn it,  but  we  can by  faith receive it,  joyfully  and
gratefully as He offers it to us out of the abundance of His Love and mercy to us.  There shall be no end
to this realm, consider it again, NO END.  In one days time all the Jewish Rabbis, merchants, soldiers,
housewives will change their minds about Christianity & its Christ when they see a Man-child that has
actually defied & overcome death & the unimaginable that people have wondered about for the last
2,000 years has suddenly happened.'' Unquote.

''A Psalm of David. Jehovah said to my Lord, Sit at My right hand until I place Your enemies as
Your footstool.  Jehovah shall send the rod of Your strength out of  Zion; rule in the midst of Your
enemies.   Your people shall be willing in the day of Your power, in holy adornment from the womb of the
morning: You have the dew of Your youth. Jehovah has sworn, and will not repent,  You are a priest
forever after the order of Melchizedek.  The Lord at Your right hand shall strike through kings in the
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day of His wrath.  He shall judge among the nations, He shall fill them with dead bodies; He shall
shatter heads over much of the earth.  He shall drink of the brook in the way; therefore He shall lift up
the head.''  Ps 110:1-7.   MKJV.  

Even though we are told of  dead bodies & the  shattering of  heads which are referring to  the
ungodly heads or leaders of the appropriate countries.  The good thing which applies to ourselves ''He
shall lift up the head.''  of today's  true Zionists which are those who are open & looking for a NEW
THING or a people who are looking for & desiring to be part of a company who will ''Sit at My right
hand until I place Your enemies as Your footstool''.  Also He ''shall send the rod of Your strength out
of Zion; to rule in the midst of Your enemies''.

The Fullness Of The Son Of God, The Limitless Christ!

Quote. ''Orthodoxy conveys the idea that Jesus the man was saviour of mankind, instead of proclaiming to
the world that the Divine limitless Spirit is the true Son of God and saviour of men, the divine fire born
into souls to quicken them, throughout all time.  As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be .  .  .
Do not limit this birth of the Christ to an event of two thousand years ago.  Jesus the great master came to
testify this truth and live it himself.  He was not himself the saviour.  The Christ in Jesus bore testimony.
The Christ  who spoke through Jesus was the Son of God, but the Son of God is  also universal,  the
quickening fire born in the collective heart of humanity, and in this sense Christ is the redeemer, the
saviour.  Those who believe that every man must be his own saviour are both right and wrong, wrong in so
far as they lack the inner knowledge to know the difference between the soul and the spirit; wrong also
because they think that by themselves they can accomplish so great a thing.  But they are right in the sense
that every man must become host to the Son of God, must be born again of the spirit''. Unquote. 

The above is from a writer who's opinion in my estimation is excellent, his writing may seem a little
different to many, but it is full of truth.  

Mystery of mystery!
That we could ever be

Sons of God incorporated
With his power invigorated

And in love so elevated,
That we're seated in the heaven-lies

Expressing one great company.

Mystery of mystery!
That we could ever be

With his own seed impregnated
With his wisdom permeated

Thus in glory radiated;
We're hidden in his corporate body

Till manifested openly.

Mystery of mystery!
That we could ever be

Our minds in him illuminated
And our lives so integrated
We in one are consummated

God's corporation, Authority!
Creating perfect harmony.

MYSTERY: What is known only to the initiated.
                                                                                                            Dora Van Assen.
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Our Higher Source Is Not Geographical, 
But Is From The Above That Is Within!

A while back we shared with you the opinion of the Physicist Richard Fenman.  With much knowledge &
wisdom he shared with us most engagingly in regard to flora & trees.  He suggested that in actual fact that
they grow in quite the opposite way to what many have to date understood.  Richard suggested that every
tree of flora begins  with a seed, but  once the leaves are established they actually grow from the  sky
downwards.  The foliage then harvest the sunlight & carbon from the air, which along with water from
rain, the tree converts into a  sturdy trunk  &  high  reaching branches.   Most  have been looking for
something upside down.  

With the right perspective we can transform our prospects spiritually, if we translate this little lesson
to the spiritual there is I believe a wonderful message to be understood.  When we first experienced a heart
change our spiritual life began with a seed in our earth we had not yet learned to look up, the seed of
course germinates down into the ground & dies in our ground & in doing so from the death of that seed,
what is left begins to multiply.  These are Richards mind provoking thoughts.  And the reason we are
sharing this is of course to see the wonderful allegory in a spiritual perspective.

    ''Truly, truly I tell you, unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains a single grain;
but if it dies, it bears rich fruit.'' John 12:24.  Moffatt. N.T.   

     ''I assure you, most solemnly I tell you,  Unless a  grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it
remains [just one grain; it never becomes more but lives] by itself alone. But if it dies, it produces many
others and yields a rich harvest.''  John 12:24.  Amplified.      The word unless is a key word here.

     Once the seed within ourselves has died & then germinated we also then begin to look upward & our
spiritual source is no longer from below or from part soul but we begin to realise that it is now from
above or from a higher source which is SPIRIT, that Higher identity, that Higher Christ identity which
is from above a higher source which is only WITHIN OURSELVES.

     To take this a little further, the  heaven & the earth from our Deity's point of view are actually
pertaining to ourselves as we who are both spirit & soul are existing at this moment in an earthen vessel.
God's  true purpose is  that the  heavens, our  higher heavenly places or  our  Most Holy Place within
should rule over the earth - our heavens over our earth - this is why the Christ speaking through Jesus left
with us the verse ''and raised us up together, and made us sit together in the heavenly places in Christ
Jesus,''  Eph 2:6. NKJV.  Also, ''Therefore rejoice, O heavens, and you who dwell in them!''   Rev 12:12a.
So in truth we have been raised right now & sit where?  ''in heavenly places''.  This is actually what is
being enlarged in us & is taking place in our understanding.  When?  Right now!

Understanding The True Status Of Man,
Involves An Upgrading Disposition As Opposed To A Downgrading One! 

Since the creation of mankind, the humanity of man in his lower identity & religiosity has found it easy to
rather  downgrade the true Christ status that he  wonderfully possesses, he has also found it simple &
easy to  negate the further deeper full meaning of many certain accepted verses such as is in found in
Genesis below.  

''Then  God  said,  "Let  Us  make  man  in Our  image,  according  to  Our  likeness;  let  them  have
dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over the cattle, over all the earth and over
every creeping thing that creeps on the earth."  So God created man in His own image; in the image of
God He created him; male and female He created them.''  Gen 1:26-27. NKJV. 
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''And saying is the Elohim, "Make will We humanity in Our image, and according to Our likeness, and
sway shall they over the fish of the sea, and over the flyer of the heavens, and over the beast, and over all
land life, and over every moving animal moving on the land. And creating is the Elohim humanity in His
image. In the  image of the Elohim He creates it.  Male and female He creates them.''   Gen 1:26-27.
Concordant Literal Version.  
       The above verses one by the NKJV & the other from the Concordant translation would tell us that we
all are created in the very image of our wonderful Progenitor.  We are concerned today with the positive
being extolled rather than the negative as it were!  Fear or uncertainty can cause us to miss much both
in the natural-secular & spiritual world.  There are as we well know some great lecturers in the business
world who have accomplished much through the positiveness that they have both espoused, shown &
taught, sadly their opposer's by their reaction  have tried to show & oppose them with most embarrassing
failures with some seeming loopholes.  A great many of a negative inclination have grasped on these &
have sadly missed out on what could have been of much profit in their lives.  I ask the question why is it
that most prefer the negative rather than the positive?  Simple!  Man will react according to how he is
thinking if he is operating in a low fleshly sphere he will be of a doubtful disposition, he will be very
much inclined to believe the negative rather than the positive. 

Today we are, along with many, questioning the spiritual interpretation of older accepted theories &
the fear of leaving them rather than of reaching out & looking for a newer & higher understanding.  Let
us now look at.

''For He put all things under His feet. But when He says that all things have been put under His feet,
it is plain that it excepts Him who has put all things under Him.  But when all things are subjected to
Him, then the Son Himself also will be subject to Him who has subjected all things to Him, so that God
may be all things in all.''  1Cor 15:27-28. MKJV. 

''For he has put all things under his feet. But when he said all things are put under him, it is clear
that he, who put all things under him, is excepted.  And when all things shall be subdued unto him, then
shall the Son also himself be subject unto him who put all things under him,  so that God may be all in
all.''  1Cor 15:27-28. Lamsa NT. 

The simple answer in the understanding of many who are of a progressive attitude today is that after
Deity has brought to pass ''that God may be all in all'' the Son shall no longer continue as the earthly
corporate Son but will then return to the original Word.  A many Member-d Word!   

''In the beginning - before time - was the Word – the Christ - and the Word was with God, and the
Word  was God'' & was ''God manifest in the flesh''. 1Tim 3:16.  When the Son loses his flesh identity
He automatically returns to his original status of once again being Word!  Take note this also applies to
today's corporate son!

''And now, Father, glorify Me along with Yourself and RESTORE Me to such majesty and honor
in Your presence as I had with You before the world existed'' Jn17:5. Amp. = Job 38:7.

''For even as the Father has life in himself and is self existent, so He has given to the Son to have
life in Himself and be SELF EXISTENT''.  Jn 5:26. Amplified.  Once again what Son is this referring
to?  As we have mentioned in previous articles the Christ-consciousness Identity in you & I is  not one
iota different to the Christ-consciousness that was in the man Jesus. 

''That they may be one as We are one'' Jn 17:11b. Amp.

''I have given to them the glory & honor which You have given Me, that they may be one EVEN
AS WE ARE ONE''  Jn 17:22. Amp.

We  need  to  realise  that  we  are  opening  these  verses  up  to  a third  day  Most  Holy  Place
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understanding. No matter where we are in our experience there is always a greater awaiting us.  Any-
time we are moving on in our experience with Deity there is something that must fade away.

I repeat we need to upgrade our perception rather than to downgrade.  

Remember that as clones of our Deity we are actually part of Himself; and came into being. When?
Job 38:7, ''When the morning stars sang together and all the sons of God shouted for joy?''  

Thank our great Progenitor that it is even now that we are daily becoming more aware of our true
status, suddenly in a moment - atomos - in the twinkling of an eye or the - lifting up of our vision – we
shall  be changed-transformed & raised  imperishable.  The  lifting up of  our vision is  implying the
thinking higher of our  status or calling & realising just what our Christ-consciousness identity really
involves, remember tradition would downgrade but the truth of our higher identity would upgrade.

''For this perishable [part of us] must put on the imperishable [nature], and this mortal [part of us,
this  nature that  is  capable of  dying]  must put on immortality (freedom from death). And when this
perishable puts on the imperishable and this that was capable of dying puts on freedom from death, then
shall be fulfilled the Scripture that says, Death is swallowed up (utterly vanquished forever) in and unto
victory.''  1Cor 15:53-54. Amplified. 

This verse is one that is full of wonderful hope, ''must put on immortality - Death is swallowed up
(utterly vanquished forever) -- puts on freedom from death''.

''But that when the days come when the trumpet call of the seventh angel is about to be sounded,
then God's mystery (His secret design, His hidden purpose), as He had announced the glad tidings to His
servants the prophets, should be fulfilled (accomplished, completed)''. Rev 10:7. Amplified.

Just who would these servants the prophets entail?  I would say most definitely that they would be
the selected elect, the man-child who will rule all nations with a rod of iron or as the Amplified would
kindly put it, ''shepherd all nations with an iron staff (sceptre)''  Rev12:5 Amp. 
 

The Designated Of Deity!

Yes  as  the  designated  of  Deity  we  certainly  have  a  wonderful  heritage,  one  that  is  almost  beyond
description, one that could never be earned but in Spirit more than thankfully appreciated! 

Ralph Knowles, May 2017.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

Trust that this finds you in the high fellowship of God & His blessings.  To those who are open hearted &
are listening, blessings to you.  There is always a higher place in God to be realised within.  This is
something that is never ending. 
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